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You may know about the seven deadly sins.  If not all of them then perhaps you have heard envy 
is one.  Having read about Julius Caesar the other day I became a bit envious of him, after all he 
died surrounded by all of his friends.  But seriously, envy is quite an issue and it is addressed in 
our readings today.  Before we get to the passages, let’s take a look at envy. 
 
The main source for what we call the seven deadly sins are the early monastics we now call the 
desert fathers and mothers.  These communities popped up as the Church became an organized 
religion in part because people wanted to contemplate God in solitude.  We inherit quite a bit 
from these early Christian thinkers who were deeply prayerful.  In order to experience the 
heavenly they gave up the earthly and for so many of us we do the same in our own way.  One 
conclusion they came to is that envy is when the earthly consumes us so much that it separates 
us from the heavenly, mostly in the form of community with each other.  It can be a small 
community like friends or a spouse, or larger, like one group against another.  It can be entire 
sections of a society.  Envy is a deadly sin because it not only wounds the soul of an individual, it 
destroys community and separates us from the love of God. 
 
Outside of the desert fathers and mothers, envy is addressed in philosophy, of course in scripture, 
and we find good stuff in many great works of literature like Dante and Chaucer. But a fun place 
is C.S. Lewis’ The Screwtape Letters which is an exploration of hell as a bureaucracy where agents 
are assigned tasks.  The agent Wormwood has to keep someone from fully living into his 
Christianity.  About envy C.S. Lewis says: “We must picture hell as a state where everyone is 
perpetually concerned about his own dignity and advancement, where everyone has a grievance, 
and where everyone lives with the deadly serious passions of envy, self-importance, and 
resentment.”  Throughout history, envy has certainly been recognized as a serious issue in the 
human condition.  The first biblical murder – a brother killing a brother is attributed to envy.  It 
divides us from one another.  Envy cares more about a desire than a person and it forgets that 
all things are really from God. 
 
One symptom of envy has a cute name in our country: keeping up with the Joneses.  What effect 
has this had on us as a society?  Besides the standard division created by giving into feelings of 
envy, consider what is necessary to keep up with the Joneses as it were.  Usually lots of money 
we don’t have.  So, in order to get what we do not have we spend money that is not ours and get 
into debt.  This leads to all sorts of problems in a person’s life that spins out in so many ways.  We 
suffer greatly from excess debt, particularly when it results from simply wanting things instead 
of using debt to invest in our future.  We stress over paying bills.  We become depressed when 
we can’t keep up with expenses.  This anxiety creates tension in the home.  Our lives are 
fashioned to manage expenses that are beyond us.  We forget to love the people in our lives 
because there becomes a kind of addiction to managing debt.  And the root of this is what we 
have called in such a cute way: keeping up with the Joneses. 
 
The larger effect that goes along with the many issues which arise from having a society stressed 
over debt is an increase in the wealth gap.  An extreme span as we have today between the rich 
and the poor creates such an imbalance that any crisis, like a pandemic, can cause us to reach a 
tipping point.  This tipping point moves poor people deeper into poverty as we have magnified 
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all the issues for individuals and a society which arise from extreme poverty.  This drags down 
even those who had a comfortable lifestyle, crime increases, mental health suffers and the 
healthcare system is overtaxed.  And of course, in  difficult times, seeing others do better creates 
feelings of envy and here we are again. 
  
But we know there is a better way to go than keeping up with the Joneses.  The better way to go 
in all things is to imitate God.  Returning to monasticism, the term for this is divinization.  This is 
where humans undergo a process of intentionally imitating God.  As Christians we see this in the 
person of Jesus Christ and have the gift of looking to Jesus for all things necessary for a good and 
healthy life.  One attribute we see in God through nature and in scripture is that our Creator is 
generous.  In this we ought to imitate the Lord.  But so often, we think people ought to do this 
and ought to get that rather than simply be generous.  This is where our workers in the parable 
and Jonah all go wrong. 
 
Jonah is quite a story.  Most of us remember the part about being the belly of a whale or giant 
fish but forget that  Jonah gets there because God asked him to warn the Ninevites to stop sinning 
and return, but Jonah said no way.  When he goes the other way, the Lord of all Creation gets a 
whale to swallow up Jonah and spit him out on the beach.  What we see today is a petulant 
prophet after he obeys God, waiting for the result and hoping it will be bad for the Ninevites.  
Even while he is sulking God gives him shade but uses the shade of the bush to teach him a lesson: 
I am generous and kind to all of my children: petulant prophets and Ninevites.  Don’t be envious.  
Be like me.  Which is the same lesson we see in the parable today. 
 
Like all parables there can be many reasonable interpretations but the line about doing what I 
want with my stuff seems to be the key.  And what the landowner wants to do with his stuff is be 
generous to those in need.  If you worked all day, you got what you need in the end.  If you 
worked five minutes, you also got what you need in the end.  Why be envious?  After all, like C.S. 
Lewis points out, living like this is hell.  Why decide to live in hell? 
 
We know why.  Because we can’t simply be generous.  There must be a system and people have 
to fit into the system.  And if you don’t operate within the system you don’t deserve the stuff 
that comes with it.  But God says, there is indeed a system.  I created it.  Jesus lived it and you 
are all invited into it.  The true system says it is all God’s and we can’t live without it so we must 
be grateful and since none of it was ever ours in the first place, we should gratefully pass it along.  
Rather than being containers which get filled up, we should be like conduits which help things 
properly flow.  And when things properly flow everyone has what they need and there is less 
envy.  It’s almost like God knows what she is doing. 
 
It has been said that the one who has the most toys at the end wins.  But Jesus says: I have won 
and you need only to be part of my victory.  In Jesus all envy is wiped away and we can rest in 
the truth that all good things around us come from heaven above.  So let’s relax and enjoy it. 
 
 


